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Introduction

1.1 Introduction
The Penryn Conservation Area incorporates the town centre, its surrounding residential suburbs and
the historic maritime and industrial areas that line its estuarine and fluvial waterfronts. Together, these
constitute virtually the entire historic core of the town. It is an important area of historic townscape,
containing many listed buildings and attractive views and open spaces.
The Conservation Area was first designated as being an area of special interest in February 1969. At
that time, the establishment of Conservation Areas had only recently been made possible by the Civic
Amenities Act 1967. Thus, the Penryn designation was a reasonably early one in national terms.

Conservation Areas are defined within today’s current legislation as being ‘areas of special
architectural or historic interest, the character or appearance of which it is desirable to preserve or
enhance’ [Planning (Listed Buildings and Conservation Areas) Act 1990: Section 69(1)(a)].
Designation potentially gives the local planning authority, Cornwall Council, greater control over
extensions and demolition, the display of advertisements, and works to trees. Special consideration
has to be given to proposals for development or redevelopment within the Conservation Area to
ensure that its character and appearance are preserved or enhanced. As with most other
Conservation Areas, Penryn comprises living and working communities, with both residential and
commercial uses. The purpose of designation is not to stifle or prevent change and evolution, but to
control it in such a way as to maintain and enhance character and local distinctiveness.

1.2 This Conservation Area appraisal
English Heritage has advised local planning authorities to carry out appraisals of Conservation Areas
within their district to identify their key features and how these combine to give the place its particular
character. By establishing what makes a place special and distinct, the local planning authority can
ensure more effectively that change through development - or through other changes resulting from its
own actions or those of other statutory authorities - do not undermine this character. Wherever
possible, change should enhance, not diminish, significance.
As well as identifying the positive features of a Conservation Area, an appraisal can also highlight
places where there is scope for improvement. This could be in terms of new development or
redevelopment, or more small-scale improvements to, for example, the appearance of street furniture
or signage. The results of appraisals can be used to help prioritise available resources for
environmental enhancement.
The Penryn Conservation Area was last appraised formally in 1999. Since that time, a number of
other studies of Penryn and its future have been undertaken. Moreover, significant investment has
been made within the core of the town centre on physical improvements to the built fabric under a
Townscape Heritage Initiative [THI] project that was completed in 2007. It is timely, therefore, that this
appraisal should review changes to the Conservation Area since 1999 and be used as a platform for
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the generation of management strategies for ongoing protection and enhancement of its special
character and distinctiveness.
Accordingly, this appraisal highlights the Conservation Area’s special characteristics and identifies
possibilities for improvement. It will be used by Cornwall Council in assessing all development
proposals that affect the Penryn Conservation Area. It will also provide guidance for property owners
and occupiers and developers and their advisors, helping to recognise the distinct character of the
area and informing and shaping change.
This appraisal is not intended to be comprehensive. The omission of mention of individual buildings,
spaces or features of the Conservation Area should not be taken to imply that they are of no interest
or importance to its character.

1.3 The wider context for this appraisal
As noted, Conservation Areas are ‘areas of architectural or historic interest the character or
appearance of which it is desirable to preserve or enhance’. They are protected under the Planning
(Listed Buildings and Conservation Areas) Act 1990. In addition to this direct statutory protection,
Conservation Areas are protected by regional, county and local planning policies. Relevant policies of
this kind include:


Regional Planning Guidance for the South West (RPG10) (2001): Policy EN3 - The Historic
Environment;



The Draft South West Regional Spatial Strategy: Policy ENV1 - Protecting and Enhancing the
Region’s Natural and Historic Environment - and Policy ENV5 - Historic Environment;



The Cornwall Structure Plan (2004): Policy 1 - Principles for Sustainable Development - and
Policy 2 - Character Areas, Design and Environmental Protection;



Carrick District Wide Local Plan (1998), Policies 4F, 4G, 4H, 4J, 4L, 4M, 4Q and 4R.

This appraisal builds on an extensive body of recent research and planning, which in addition to the
foregoing includes:


The (preceding) Penryn Conservation Area Appraisal (1999), produced by The Conservation
Studio;



Cornwall & Scilly Urban Survey ‘Historic Characterisation for Regeneration – Penryn’ (2005);



Falmouth & Penryn Combined Development Framework (2005), produced by Terence O’Rourke;



Town Centre Health Check for Falmouth and Penryn (2001), produced by Colliers Conrad
Ritblat and Erdman;



Landscape Strategy for Truro, Falmouth & Penryn (2000), produced by Landscape Design
Associates;



Penryn Action Plan (1999), produced by GL Hearn Planning;
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Commercial Road Urban Design Study/Development Framework (2002), produced by Roger
Evans Associates:



Penryn Townscape Heritage Initiative (2008), prepared by Dr Alyson Cooper.

The debt owed to these recent studies is acknowledged. It must be stressed that, after appropriate
review, this appraisal borrows and builds from this body of work rather than wastefully seeking to
‘recreate the wheel’.

1.4 Conservation Area boundary
Since designation in 1969, the extent and boundaries of the Penryn Conservation Area have been
expanded three times, most recently in 2001 following consideration of the previous Conservation
Area appraisal carried out in 1999.
The current boundary of the Area is shown in Map 1.

1.5 Summary of special interest
As has been noted above, this appraisal builds from a number of other recent studies of Penryn and
its future. Arguably, foremost amongst these is the thorough and detailed historic characterisation
report on Penryn produced in 2005 as part of a wider study of 19 historic towns by the Cornwall and
Scilly Urban Study [CSUS]. That project is based within Cornwall County Council’s Historic
Environment Service and is jointly funded by English Heritage, the Objective One Partnership for
Cornwall and Scilly (itself part funded by the European Union) and South West Regional Development
Agency. In its report on Penryn, which covered virtually the same geographical area as the
Conservation Area, CSUS found that its special interest could be defined as follows:
‘Penryn is one of the best surviving historic towns of Cornwall.
Its fascinating and complex history, entwined with that of Glasney College, with all its cultural
significance, has shaped today’s town.
Its striking landscape setting, estuary location, twin river valleys and dramatic promontory site form an
important and attractive element of its unique character. Its strong underlying medieval layout, with
swollen market street and surviving burgage strips still define the urban form. Above all, the sheer
concentration and survival of 17th, 18th and 19th century buildings is of note. The building stock is
also a valuable historic resource, with the potential for enabling the study of Cornish town buildings
from the sixteenth to nineteenth centuries. This remarkable built environment is of the highest quality,
featuring a wide ranging mix of important building groups including elements of early surviving fabric
concealed behind later frontages, prestigious and impressive town houses, robust structures,
warehouses, wharfs and quays, recalling the town’s important maritime and industrial economy, and of
more recent interest, the group of art deco structures along Commercial Road and The Praze. Unified
by the use of granite (itself an internationally important trade centred on the town in the 18th and 19th
centuries), stucco and of slate, the town also displays imported red brick and pantiles, unusual in the
Cornish setting but at home in this historic port.’
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This statement of special interest is appropriate and accurate and, accordingly, is re-adopted for the
purposes of this Conservation Area appraisal.
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Evolution

2.1 Context – location and setting
Penryn is situated on the south coast of Cornwall, 8 miles south west of Truro and 2½ miles north
west of Falmouth. In the 2001 decennial census, its population is recorded as 6,227.
Penryn is situated at the head of the tidal part of the River Penryn, an offshoot of the River Fal estuary
that runs from Falmouth to Truro at the head of its tidal reach. The historic town was built on a striking
promontory overlooking the estuary, with two river valleys – that of the Penryn River to the north of the
promontory and Glasney Creek (also known as the College or Antron) to the south – forming natural
boundaries to its spread on either side. The earliest medieval quays seem to have lain in the Inner
Harbour formed at the junction between Glasney Creek and the estuary. In the second half of the 19th
century, the south western end of the town was marked by the dramatic stone railway viaduct crossing
the deep Glasney Creek valley.

The historic core of the town built along the
promontory's spine

As the Cornwall and Scilly Urban Survey study notes, the town gets its name (pen rynn meaning ‘head
or end of a point’) from the promontory on which it sits. Yet, its main historical connections and the
source of its early wealth and status came from the water through its eastern quays, not the land.
The geology around the Fal Estuary is dominated by Devonian metasedimentary rocks, the
Carnmenellis Granite to the west and the St Austell Granite to the east. The shoreline around the
estuary is made up of Devonian metasedimentary rocks assigned to the Portscatho and Mylor Slate
Formations. The Portscatho Formation is dominantly composed of alternating grey or greenish grey,
sandstones and mudstones (slates). The Mylor Slate Formation is well developed around Carrick
Roads and is dominated by dark grey slates with thin pale grey sandstones. These Devonian rocks
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were folded and metamorphosed during a major mountain building event around 300-350 million years
ago. Subsequently large granite masses were forced into the Devonian rocks forming the circular
Carnmenellis Granite bed to the west of the Fal estuary and the St. Austell Granite outcrop to the east.
On the edges of these beds, the granite has decomposed to form china clay.
The geomorphology of the landscape around the Fal Estuary is characterised by steep sided valleys
separated by gently rounded interfluves. The larger settlements (Truro, Falmouth and Penryn) are
mostly on the western side of the estuary, whilst the eastern side of the estuary is predominantly rural
in nature.
The surrounding area has been defined in the Cornwall Historic Landscape
Characterisation as predominantly of Anciently Enclosed Land (essentially, farmland of medieval
origin), with an area of Recently Enclosed Land to the west around Tremough. To the north and north
east, the anciently enclosed land contains well-defined medieval strip fields.

2.2 Historic development
As previous studies have identified, the name ‘Penryn’ means 'the end of the point' or 'promontory',
clearly reinforcing the importance to the historic settlement of its topography.
The Domesday Book of 1085 does not refer to Penryn, but the manor of Trewel (Treliever) and that of
Tregal (Tregaire) are both mentioned. These later comprised the manor of Penryn, which was divided
into Penryn Borough and Penryn Foreign. At the time of Domesday, there were 34 families in the
demesne that equated to Penryn Borough. The area was partly of a wooded nature - some 60 acres
of woodland are recorded.
The settlement known as Penryn was established in the early 13th century by the Bishop of Exeter,
Bishop Brewer, who already owned a palace nearby in the parish of Budock. In 1236, he granted the
burgesses their freedom by giving the new town borough status and the first market and fair charter
was granted in 1259.
Penryn’s creation was intended to stimulate economic activity in the area, although undoubtedly preexisting presence of Bishop Brewer’s lands nearby helped dictate its location, along with the clear
benefits to be gained from the defensive strengths of the promontory and the convenience of
accessibility to the sea along the estuary.
As the 1999 Conservation Area appraisal records, the distinctive long, narrow curving burgage strips
on either side of the wide market street, stretching along the length of the promontory, were created
soon after establishment of the settlement. Each plot was about an acre in area, reaching into the
valleys on either side of the main street, with orchards and gardens at the river ends.
Whilst the early 13th century town had a small chapel, St Mary’s, close to today’s junction of Broad
Street and Higher Market Street, it also continued to use the pre-existing parish church, St Gluvias,
positioned not in the core of the town on the promontory, but tucked around the northern side of
Penryn Creek. This position appears to reflect the location of earlier habitation in the area, which
seemingly was centred around the end of the creek and higher ground to its north west. Both St
Gluvias church and the existence of a large Romano-British enclosure roughly 17 metres in diameter now known as Round Ring - are evidence of this. It is believed that St Gluvias was a 6th century early
Christian lann site.
In 1265, this was augmented by the foundation of the collegiate church of St Thomas of Glasney by
Bishop Bronescombe on the southern outskirts of the town – again in a valley, not on the promontory.
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Glasney College became important as a place of ecclesiastical learning and of significance to Cornish
culture. The foundation was to play a significant role in the evolution and character of the town. The
complex included religious and administrative buildings, the bishop’s palace and deer park, a precinct
of canon’s houses, gardens, and substantial defences on its estuarine side. It has been suggested
that 'Glasneth' means ‘green vegetation'. The College site, covering almost 5 acres of marshy but
densely wooded land, lay within the neighbouring parish of Budock. It is said that the design of the
church was based on that of Exeter Cathedral.
Initially, St Mary’s Chapel was the easternmost building in the 13th century town centre. It narrowed
the town’s seaward entrance, forming a defensible gateway. During the 14th and 15th centuries,
Penryn developed further east along Broad Street, although for defensive reasons the land at the end
of the promontory was left open. St Thomas Street linked the town with Glasney College, although it
may well have been in existence before the construction of the College complex since it provided
access to the best crossing place over what is now known as Glasney creek.
Penryn was a defended town. Access to it from the north and south was controlled by the crossing
points over the two creeks. The town’s fortifications were equipped with guns. A map of Penryn
dating from around 1540 shows three defensive towers and an encircling wall at Glasney College,
probably created as part of Henry VIII's coastal defences.
Medieval Penryn prospered, successfully diverting much foreign trade away from Truro. Its more
convenient location - closer to the mouth of the estuary - made it popular with merchants and it rapidly
became one of Cornwall’s principal ports. By 1327, only a century after its establishment, nearly half
of Penryn’s population were termed ‘foreigners’ - most probably meaning ‘outsiders’ not of Cornish
origins. In addition to maritime based trade, fishing was inevitably an important part of the town’s
economy. The market was situated near to St Mary’s chapel, giving rise to the name of Fish Cross for
the space at the junction between Broad Street, Market Street and St Thomas Street. Cellars for the
storage of fish were built close to the creeks and their quays at the lower ends of the burgage plots.
Glasney College was dissolved in 1548. Temporarily, the loss of the College must have had a
profound effect upon the town, since it formed a central part of its life, economy, prestige and
administration. Despite this loss, for the remainder of the 16th century, the town continued to prosper
and grow.
During the 17th century, the Killigrew family developed the new town and port of Falmouth, despite
protests from both Penryn and Truro. As a result, Penryn’s premier maritime position receded,
although extensive economic activity continued and the town continued to profit from coastal trade
based on smaller ships than those using the deep natural harbour at Falmouth . Penryn’s Town Quay
(now known as Exchequer Quay) was constructed in 1676 in an attempt to control the payment of
duties on imported and exported goods.
The 18th and 19th centuries saw continued and varied trading and increasing industrialisation. Penryn
gradually transformed itself into an industrial port, supplying goods and food and exporting minerals
and stone from its wider hinterland. Despite the competition from Falmouth, Penryn’s trade flourished
and quays were developed along what is now Commercial Road.
Penryn was a favoured residence for wealthy merchants until the early 19th century - the surviving
historic buildings of the town, especially along its most important streets, reflect this.
During the early and mid 20th century, the economic downturn experienced throughout Cornwall
affected the town badly, although for a while, its diverse economy buffered the blow to some extent.
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Clockwise from top left::
1. 1539-40 map from Thurstan C (1903) ‘The History of
Glasney Collegiate College’
2.

Extract from Lord Burghley’s map of Penryn and

area, 1580
3. 1788 map of the Duke of Leeds’ properties in Penryn
from Wingfield D (1979) ‘Penryn: Archaeology and
Development – a survey’
4. 1840 tithe map of Penryn and St Gluvias
5. 1880 OS First Edition (25”)

The early plans and maps of Penryn provide important clues, but should not be taken as being entirely
accurate representations of the extent of the town or the location and form of individual buildings.
Nevertheless, the very fact that maps of Penryn were made in the late medieval and post-Reformation
periods indicates something about its comparative significance.
Looking clockwise from the top left, the earliest known plan (1539-40) concentrates on Glasney College,
but also shows the older St Gluvias Church separated on the north side of the estuary and the Glasney
bridge crossing to the south of the College. Next to it, part of Lord Burghley’s 1580 map (with south at the
top) again shows the separation of St Gluvias from the town and from Ye Prace (The Praze) by fields. It
also indicates clearly (if not with precise accuracy) the long narrow burgage plots running down the
hillsides to the river from the long terraces of houses on the ridge of the promontory. Development on the
ridge appears to run from Broad Street to the fork of West Street and Helston Road. Interestingly, the
1580 map also records ‘Commercial Street’ ending at the water’s edge.
The 1788 plan (produced to record properties owned by the Duke of Leeds) marks the appearance of
New Street and the Town Quay. It also suggests development has occurred in the interim along West
Street (shown as ‘Pig St’) and Helston Road.
Although the tithe map of 1840 was the most detailed and accurate representation up until then, it does
not reveal substantial expansion in the preceding 50 years, except along Commercial Road, The Praze
and on part of Truro Lane. Both this and the 1880 OS map, record the burgage plots on both slopes of
the promontory, many of which have subsequently been developed for housing in the 20th century.

The growing town mapped over 340 years from 1540 to 1880
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The late 20th and early 21st centuries have seen the town’s economic situation changing with both
European, public and private money fuelling regeneration and redevelopment in and around the town.
Of particular importance to this Management Plan, from 2002-08 the Penryn Townscape Heritage
Initiative scheme (which included the whole of the Conservation Area) invested in conservation and
repairs to targeted buildings within the historic town centre. Despite the success of these various
regenerative initiatives, at best Penryn’s economic health and outlook remains fragile.

2.3 Archaeological significance and potential
In theory, Penryn should be rich in underground archaeology, but that has largely still to be tested. It
is certainly extraordinarily rich in above ground archaeology. As the CSUS study rightly summarised:
‘Penryn’s rich and varied historic development has created an equally rich archaeological record. Its
historic origins and evolution have shaped today’s town: its roads, lanes and opes, the river courses,
quays and leats, the grain of the built environment, building plots, distinctive burgage strips, medieval
strip field systems, historic structures and open spaces.’
There are two scheduled ancient monuments in the Conservation Area. These are SM No. 1083
(remains of Glasney College) and SM No. 32953 (relocated cross-head to the east of the Town Hall).
A variety of archaeological studies and a few limited excavations have been undertaken in the Area
since the 1970s. However, there is undoubtedly much left to discover.
The historic core of the settlement is undoubtedly of particular archaeological interest and sensitivity in
that deposits are likely to provide valuable information on its early form and development. The diverse
industrial economy of the town is also likely to be well represented in the archaeological record.
Elements of the numerous mills and their leat systems survive. Many warehouse structures and
manufactories have been lost, but may still survive as below ground remains. There are also
boathouses and ship yards, sawmills and timberyards, breweries, foundries, and the like to be
considered. Consideration also needs to be given to maritime remains. Along the waterfront, there is
good potential for the preservation of organic, waterlogged features or artefacts. The original or earlier
phases of the shoreline may be also be detectable. A number of wrecks are recorded in the estuary
and are of some archaeological potential.
Opportunities for investigation and recording should be sought during groundworks or when buildings
are refurbished or undergo substantial alteration. A detailed archaeological appraisal will almost
certainly be essential if substantial intervention with buried layers is involved – for instance when
redevelopment of a town centre or former industrial site is being undertaken. In summary, it must be
assumed that the entire Conservation Area is of considerable archaeological significance.
Accordingly, any proposed development within its boundaries must should include an archaeological
evaluation of the site as set out in Planning Policy Guidance Note 16 (PPG16), (this is due to be
replaced by PPS5 - Planning for the Historic Environment in the near future).
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3

Spatial Analysis

3.1 Special character and relationship between spaces
Inevitably, Penryn is dominated by three inter-related natural features which underpin its special
character – namely, its waterside estuarine location (part of which lies within the Conservation Area),
the dramatic promontory that forms the setting for the medieval heart of the town, and the two creeks
which, splitting at the nose of the promontory, in the medieval period, housed separate ecclesiastical
complexes (Glasney to the west of the town and St Gluvias to its north west). Of course, Penryn’s
remarkable topography and landscape setting not only form the foundation for its special character;
they were crucial to its creation, development and today’s urban form.
Much of the current townscape is based on the surviving urban grain of the medieval settlement.
Market Street, the main street within the medieval core, runs along the ridge of the promontory, with
the early side roads, St Thomas Street and St Gluvias Street, descending to the south and north
respectively to the strategically important crossing points in the creek valleys below. Today’s property
boundaries within the historic town centre reflect closely medieval burgage plot divisions and some
boundary walls dividing those plots survive in the backlands. As the CSUS study found, these
important structures define the distinctive grain of these long, narrow, slightly curving plots.
The split level of Upper and Lower Market Streets, and the centrally sited Grade II* listed Town Hall
(formerly, the Market House) in between are together a key defining characteristic of the town centre.
Other split level streets, arising from the distinctive topography, are to be found – for instance, at one
of the principal modern approaches/gateways to the town centre, the junction between Treliever Road,
Brown’s Hill and West Street to the west of the centre.

One of the most notable features of Penryn’s character is the very significant survival of its built
historic environment. Architecturally, this gives a strong visual cohesion to the townscape and links
separate parts of the Conservation Area. It is critical to recognise that this survival does not reflect a
single period in the town’s history; there are important extant assemblages of both prestigious
townhouses, industrial and maritime structures, and vernacular buildings variously of the 16th, 17th,
18th, and 19th centuries. To a large degree, these were brought together on and today are unified by
the underlying medieval urban plan form that has been described already.
Like many settlements locally (and within the wider County), Penryn is built predominantly of local
stone, in this case derived from the Carnmenellis granite outcrop lying on the western side of the Fal
estuary. Again, this granite is locally distinctive in being of weathered rusty brown nature, giving the
town’s architecture a strongly defined appearance. As might be anticipated, the grander houses of the
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wealthy were constructed historically with dressed ashlar blocks of granite, whilst granite rubble or
killas stone (the less durable product of the Devonian metasedimentary beds immediately around the
Fal estuary) were utilised for more modest dwellings, often being rendered or limewashed for extra
protection against the elements.
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Although heavily dominant, stone is not the universal walling material. The town also has its share of
timber framed and some brick buildings. Red brick is of course seen throughout the town in chimney
stacks and dressings, but also occasionally in use as a historically high status building material.
Historic roofs in the Conservation Area are generally of ridged form (but see two hipped roofs in the
montage on the previous page), covered with Delabole slate, at its best wet laid in random widths and
diminishing courses up the pitch of the roof slope. This distinctive character is emphasised by the
sloping topography (Photo Sheet 1), which makes the texture of the town’s historic roofing highly
visible.
Elaborate timber door cases and porch hoods make an important contribution to Penryn’s architectural
character as do traditional timber sash windows. However, as other studies have noted, these are far
from ubiquitous. Survivals of timber mullioned casements and rarer horizontally sliding sashes can
also be found around the Conservation Area. Within the historic core, the town also has a number of
important historic shop fronts. Such features have so often been lost entirely from settlements that
have been economically buoyant in the 20th century. Penryn’s uncertain economic status over the
past century has contributed in no small way to retention of its historic character and detail, albeit that
inevitable alterations have been made to many shopfronts. In the main, as the 1999 appraisal pointed
out, these have involved the simplification of detailing in a way that frequently does not conflict with
the general character of the streetscape.
Just as with its architectural detailing and ornament to the buildings, the survival of historic granite
pavings, steps, kerb stones, marker stones and street gutters represent a notable feature of Penryn’s
townscape and grain. Together, these important remnants of its former fabric provide cohesion and
give gritty robustness to many street scenes.
The contribution of 20th century structures, especially an unusual grouping of Art Deco commercial
buildings along Commercial Road, to the special character of the town should not be overlooked.
More recent architecture has been of mixed quality; regrettably, much of it has adopted materials that
do not reinforce the distinctiveness of the Conservation Area. However, considerable design efforts
have been made with some landmark sites, including that of Jubilee Wharf.

It is all too easy to concentrate attention on the historic core of the Conservation Area and fail to notice
the survival of maritime buildings and spaces along Commercial Road. Although the built environment
here is of more mixed quality and interest, there are a significant number of such survivals
interspersed with the more mundane, providing a different but important flavour of Penryn’s rich past.
Linkages between different parts of the Conservation Area are provided physically by narrow streets
and historic passageways (opes) and visually variously by expansive and restricted views and vistas,
which are of fundamental importance to the distinctive character of Penryn Conservation Area. The
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Photo sheet 1: The importance of Penryn’s topography
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range of views is discussed in more detail in the following subsection, but it is worth emphasising here
the intimate linkage between these and the three inter-related natural features (estuary, promontory
and creeks) which underpin the special character of the Area. For instance, the collage of images set
out in Photo Sheet 2 demonstrates the varied and changing visual interplay between the estuary or
creek on the one hand and high ground on the other. The resultant views and vistas divide between
overt yet framed/channelled long distance views along the estuary or creek or much shorter closed
views where the presence of the channel is merely evoked - perhaps by the briefest of glimpses of
mast tops.
The linkage between and separation of areas by opes is at times extremely powerful. Arguably, the
most startling ‘ope bridge’ is the transformation of character that occurs from one end of the short
College Ope off St Thomas Street to the other. The contribution and influence of Penryn’s opes and
narrow streets to its distinctive character cannot be overstressed. Subliminally, they constitute a vital
reference back to the underlying medieval urban grain within the town’s historic environment.
Physically, they provide both linkage and separation between spaces. Visually, their contribution
again tends to split into two – strongly framed ‘snapshot’ vistas and tantalising short closed views that
evoke character, drawing the casual visitor on, encouraging exploration of byways and backlands.
These views and vistas work so much more powerfully where historic exteriors and street materials
survive (or have been reinstated), providing a richer experience to the viewer. Photo Sheets 3 and 4
illustrate some of these themes.

3.2 Key views and vistas
As Photo Sheets 1-4 and various images on page 8 of this appraisal readily demonstrate, strategic
views and informal ‘snapshot’ vistas occur almost everywhere within the Conservation Area, such is
the impact of the underlying natural form of the landscape. Because of this, it is almost invidious to list
‘important’ views and vistas. For one thing, the informal and ‘surprise’ glimpsed cameo actually makes
as critical a contribution to the Penryn’s distinctiveness as any and every key ‘set piece’ panorama.
Equally, there is little benefit in setting out a long and precise list of views and vistas, which, by
inclusion or omission, seems to imply comparative levels of importance or insignificance of
contribution to character that are not entirely appropriate in the case of Penryn. The lesson to be
learnt from the illustrations is that strategic and informal views and vistas are absolutely fundamental
to the character and essence of the Conservation Area. Literally, they define its sense of place.
Whilst this is certainly not unique in English towns and other urban settings, it is unusual and very
distinctive.
The implication must be that protection and enhancement of all views and vistas should be a key aim
of town planning in the Conservation Area. As has been noted already, the presence of local historic
materials in the streetscape (whether as part of building exteriors or in the grain of the streets) adds
significantly to their richness. Discordant patterns, textures and built form greatly diminish them. The
variation in paving materials, the presence of modern railings and protective barriers, and the visual
intrusion of overhead cables, aerials and satellite dish shown on Photo Sheet 4 are testimony to live
issues in the management of views in Penryn Conservation Area.
Examples of the range of views and vistas requiring active consideration in the planning and
management of the Conservation Area include:


Iconic views up and down Upper and Lower Marker Streets, especially involving the
‘eyecatcher’ Town Hall
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Photo sheet 2: The importance of the estuary and creeks
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The College Ope ‘bridge’: transporting the
pedestrian from the tightly-grained hard
landscaped world of St Thomas Street to the
hidden greened gardens, expansive views
and wandering narrow lanes behind

Photo sheet 3: The contribution of opes and narrow streets
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Photo sheet 4: The contribution of opes and narrow streets
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Characteristic views along other significant and central side streets, especially Broad Street, St
Thomas Street and St Gluvias Street



Dramatic inward views of the promontory and its taller buildings/grain from the north east
(Church Hill) and south (Glasney Terrace)



Back plots and the shape of burgage strips from the foregoing and importantly from the bottom
of College Ope off St Thomas Street



Iterative ‘surprise’ vistas along opes in most parts of the Conservation Area



Views of, across and along the estuary



Importance of contribution of mature trees and vegetation to the view of the fields across the
estuary from Exchequer Quay



Views along the creek ‘channels’



The powerful landmark formed by the viaduct – for instance, from the junction of Brook Place
and College Hill



Allied to the foregoing, the closure provided by the high ground to the west of the railway line
capped by residential suburbs as viewed from Exchequer Quay, Bohill and other locations



Views in both directions of the iconic Jubilee Wharf alongside Exchequer Quay



Views out from the ridge of the promontory and certain lower vantage points across
unsatisfactory 20th century housing developments to the north of Church Road



Important enclosed views along Bohill and into Bohill from Hill Head.
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4

Urban Morphology

4.1 The form, materials and detailing of building exteriors
The majority of buildings within Penryn are of two storeys, although many in the historic core –
principally Higher and Lower Market Streets, Broad Street and St Thomas Street are of three storeys
given a heightened, more intensive sense of enclosure and containment. The range of built form
along Commercial Road and the former maritime industrial areas is greater, but the most cohesive
streetscapes here are dominated by historic (and recent imitative) warehouses forms and related
commercial structures of three or more storeys.
Traditionally, simple rectangular forms predominate. In most cases, buildings fill the width of the plot –
as has already been noted, within the historic core of the town, retention of narrow medieval burgage
plots has resulted in continuous terraces of two and sometimes three storeyed structures. Mainly,
these are built hard up against the pavement, street or ope.

Generally, street-facing elevations are free of projections, although as previously noted, Penryn does
have some good examples of door cases, porch hoods and shop frontages. Building lines are mostly
constant along terraces, but occasionally the stepping back of individual or a small group of buildings
brings emphasis and adds interest to the local streetscape.
The majority of roofs are of simple pitched construction. The concentration of terraces means that
most roofs are of ridged form with gable ends, although, as has already been shown, hipped roofs can
also be found. The impact of topography and the variation in age of groups of structures together
result in changing eaves lines, even along single terraces. For the same reason, upper and lower cill
lines on principal elevations can be quite varied (see above), unlike the archetypal 18th and 19th
century terraces of major cities and industrial towns.
The roofscapes are very varied – the Conservation Area’s topography has a dramatic impact on
appreciation of this. Traditional roofs were covered in Cornish (Delabole) slates, often laid as ‘scantle’
slating, a technique used in West Cornwall, using small slates of random widths set on diminishing
courses. The slates were hung on thin laths using oak pegs and were bedded in lime mortar. The
technique gives a finely grained and textured roof, contributing significantly to the character of
individual buildings and the Conservation Area as a whole. In the recently completed THI funded
works in parts of the town centre, renewals of roof coverings were carried out in this way. This work
has had a significant beneficial effect upon the streetscape and vistas into and across this section of
the Conservation Area. The contribution of decorative and plain red clay cappings should also not be
14
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ignored (Photo Sheet 5). Where loss of original roofing materials - whether slate or otherwise – has
occurred, the townscape value and local character become degraded.
Chimney stacks make an important – yet often overlooked contribution – to the Conservation Area’s
streetscapes, as do the shadow and emphasis of traditional cast iron gutters at eaves. Where
chimneys have been removed, reduced in height, rebuilt in unsuitable modern materials or simply
repointed badly in a cement-based mortar, the character and appearance of the individual building and
the wider streetscape are nearly always damaged – rather like the impact of bad dentistry.
The range of walling materials has already been discussed and illustrated on pages 7-8 of this
appraisal. Considerable damage has been caused to the character and appearance of the Penryn
Conservation Area (as in almost every historic street in the country) by poor repointing using
inappropriate mortars and finishes. In addition to having a disastrous effect on the appearance of old
buildings, this may well hasten decay of the wall fabric itself. Mortars in pointing have to be the
sacrificial material, not the stone or brick that forms the matrix of the wall (although where the walling
material is of sound good quality granite this is less of an issue, due to its robustness). Lime mortars
and renders are a fundamental part of the system that permits old buildings to breathe. They also
accommodate greater movement without fracturing than cement based mortars and render. Wellpointed joints in stonework should be slightly recessed behind the face of the stone, not built proud of
it like a ribbon or smeared across its face. The colour and texture of pointing mortars are critical too
and have to be selected and prepared carefully in new work.

The impact of good (lower) and bad (upper) repointing

The critical contribution of granite lintels over window and door openings to the character of whole
streets is clearly shown by images on this and the preceding page. On some terraces and grander
buildings, such as the Town Hall, these are employed as continuous or stepped bands, giving a strong
horizontal emphasis to frontages. The same images also illustrate some of the variation in window
types, although, overall, vertical sliding sash forms predominate. Nonetheless, there is quite a marked
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Photo sheet 5: Roofs and chimney stacks
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variation in the pattern and distribution of openings in the mass masonry walls, reflecting again the
differences in eaves and cill lines along terraces and groups of historic buildings.
Historic shop fronts are an important element in the streetscape in parts of the Conservation Area.
Wherever possible, it is vital that these should be retained and repaired, although a number of
buildings have lost some of their traditional detailing and other frontages have been replaced with
inappropriate timber, aluminium or PVCu shop fronts. The recently completed THI scheme in the town
centre provided grant towards repair or reinstatement of 17 shop fronts, of which 7 were replaced in
their entirety. These works emphasised the crucial beneficial impact of reinstating missing historic
detail to shop fronts (Photo Sheet 6).
The use of colour on buildings in the Conservation Area is also an important issue. At present, there
is no control applied over the choice of colour schemes for external decoration of renders, joinery and
metalwork except through the existing Article 4 Direction covering all or parts of Bohill, St Thomas
Street, Higher Market Street, Glasney Terrace, College Hill, Hill Head, Carn Rock, Almon Cottages,
Saffron Court, Eastwood Road, Quay Hill, Chapel Lane, Helston Road, and Garland Place. Indeed,
even in those streets, little co-ordination is evident and generally there is a hotch-potch of sympathetic
and inappropriate colour treatments to be seen. The recent THI scheme in the town centre has begun
– most successfully - to introduce and encourage the use of a co-ordinated palette of colour within the
Conservation Area. The approach adopted, which would benefit general application across the Area,
was to use darker colours for the joinery and shop front window detailing, with a lighter contrasting
colour for the stucco, render and large wall surfaces to compliment the chosen colour. Loud bright
colours, which can be found in a number of places around the Conservation Area, do not make a
positive contribution to its character.

4.2 Streets
Penryn retains some good examples of robust historic street materials, as has been noted already, in
the form of granite pavings, steps, kerb stones, marker stones and street gutters. Granite kerbs are by
far the most prevalent of these, providing a strong visual bond across large parts of the Conservation
Area. All too often, visually important areas of granite pavings have been compromised by modern
service intrusions and repairs/making good using ill-matched materials (Photo Sheet 7).
Other hard surfaces tend to be of tarmac, modern concrete slabs or concrete block paving. These all
jar visually within the streetscape and compromise the distinctive character of the Conservation Area.
The THI scheme in the town centre has re-established sections of historic granite street materials,
including the use of granite planters, to very considerable aesthetic benefit. These improvements
need to be safeguarded and extended.
There is a lack of co-ordination of street signage and furniture in the Conservation Area, resulting in
streetscapes becoming cluttered and compromised. Overhead servicing also degrades the built
environment in many locations. These negative contributions will be discussed again in more detail in
a later section.

4.3 Spaces
Spaces are as important as structures in the built environment. These may be formal or informal, the
‘accidental’ result of the layout of intersecting streets or planned spaces (such as a historic market
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Top and middle – before (left) and after (right) THI funded
works; bottom – after THI works. Note positive impact of
use of co-ordinated colour palette.

Photo sheet 6: Shop fronts
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Photo sheet 7: Materials and elements in the public realm
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place), they may be hard landscaped, open ground, or a mixture of garden, planting, paths and
boundary enclosures.
Parts of Penryn Conservation Area are marked by the absence of greening, particularly in the form of
trees. Although this places greater visual emphasis on hard landscaping in the form of street
materials, along Higher and Lower Market Streets, West Street, and Broad Street for example, it has
the inverse effect of placing considerable importance on individual trees and other planting, where
these occur, whether in the foreground or as a backdrop to a local view (see below).

Works funded as part of the THI scheme have given a strong emphasis to Fish Cross – the junction
between Lower Market Street, Broad Street and St Thomas Street – as an urban space. This is an
important enhancement to this part of the town that should be protected by future management.

As has already been mentioned, the slopes of the promontory - behind the historic core of the town and the creek valleys tend to have a very different character, which to a large degree, is far greener.
The contrast with the town centre is pronounced and an important aspect of the character of the
Conservation Area overall.
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5

Character Areas

5.1 Definition of separate character zones
The special interest of Penryn and its Conservation Area is made up of a number of distinct character
zones. The boundaries of these are inevitably somewhat subjective, and based not only on physical
characteristics but on the dynamic experience of walking or driving through the Area and the
perceived point of passage from one character zone to another - what has usefully been described as
the ‘boundaries of experience’. Sometimes, this experience results from intangible triggers as much
as tangible structures and features. Hence, the experience of character is shaped amongst other
things by awareness of enclosure or openness and degrees of noise and activity. These intangible
contributions provide edges to areas just as much as lines on a map or changes of use.
A number of different subdivisions of the character areas of Penryn have been made over recent
years, culminating in the identification of five separate zones in the CSUS study in 2005. After careful
consideration of these various codifications, it has been concluded that there is little benefit to be
gained from attempting a completely new definition of the principal character areas. The work of the
CSUS study was thorough and detailed and, with one slight exception, is adopted unchanged in this
appraisal for clarity and continuity. The exception relates solely to the descriptive tags used for the
five character zones, since those utilised by CSUS are not immediately self-explanatory and easily
located and so will not necessarily recognised unambiguously by everyone.
The five character areas that will be described below are:

Name adopted in this appraisal

Name used in 2005 CSUS study

1

Town centre: the medieval core

Medieval commercial core

2

The merchants’ quarter (Broad Street to
Bohill)

Mercantile quarter

3

Eastern Quays and Glasney creek

Maritime and industrial Penryn - Glasney

4

Commercial
and
industrial
corridor
(Commercial Road and The Praze)

Maritime and industrial Penryn – Gluvias

5

Residential suburbs

Residential urban suburbs

These five character areas are illustrated in Map 2 and are analysed below on a street by street basis.
In describing the rationale behind its attribution of character areas, the CSUS study notes that,
irrespective of the more intangible elements referred to above, each of these five areas has an
individual internal coherence resulting from being:
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‘Differentiated from each other by their varied historic origins, functions and resultant urban
topography, by the processes of change which have affected each subsequently (indicated, for
example, by the relative completeness of historic fabric, or significant changes in use and status), and
the extent to which these elements and processes are evident in the current townscape. In simple
terms, each Character Area may be said to have its own individual ‘biography’ which has determined
its present character.’
As that study goes on to note, understanding the distinct character of each of these areas provides a
platform for and responsible approach to planning and managing future change across Penryn’s
Conservation Area.
The description of each character area starts with illustrations and a plan. A summary is then
provided of the area’s interest and defining characteristics along with some principal issues affecting
its present and future management.
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Town Centre: the medieval core
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